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We provide IT switching and KVM modules and a wide range of cables, connectors, and wired
and wireless parts and solutions. Founded in , we have over 25 years experience meeting
customer requirements on a range of bespoke or custom solutions. We are ISO registered and
continuously work hard to improve our products and services. Thousands of organizations,
from small businesses to the Fortune , rely on ITM Components for quality cabling and
connectivity products, combined with great, friendly, technical advice and support. Whether you
are an Industrial or Government Establishment, an installer or a private individual, we aim to
take great pride in offering the right products and solutions, with a blend of experience and
expertise, to deliver the solution that you need. The centre booster actively buffers the incoming
and outgoing signals for maximum reliability and performance over long distances. Continue
Reading. They are made with antibacterial material proven The FOX II RS is the perfect answer
for use in applications with a centralized control system that needs a long-haul transmission of
video, audio, and control signals over fiber optic cabling. It enables you to use the performance
of optical signal transmission while providing bidirectional control from a control processor,
which eliminates the need for separate control system wiring to remote devices. The driver
complement includes a 6. Contact us for an immediate quote at sales itm-components. Beisit
Cable Glands. Ruggedised USB 3. NTI Extenders. Firenex Cable. Austin Hughes. ITM Company
Video. ITM on Twitter. New Extron Products. Sign Up for our Newsletter. Xmultiple's
Engineering Department. CATx is an abbreviation for the category number that defines the
performance of building telecommunications cabling as outlined by the Electronic Industries
Association EIA standards. UTP cabling has become the cable structure of most companies
because it was easier to install and less expensive. Xmultiple connectors are designed to work
with the emerging CAT6 with most of our product line series. Listed below are specifications of
the different CATx categories in use today. It just not certified as such. Below is a comparison
of the extra specifications. Cat-6 features more stringent specifications for crosstalk and
system noise. The cable contains four twisted copper wire pairs. Cat-6 is also made with 23
gauge wire, however this is not a requirement. For local area network patch cables, Cat-6 is
normally terminated with 8P8C modular connectors. The modular connectors are the RJ"
electrical connectors manufactured by Xmultiple and other connector companies. Cat-6 RJ45
connectors are made to higher standards with improved gold plating and higher performance
design of contact pins alignment which reduce noise caused by crosstalk and system
interference. There is one problem with Cat-6 cables which is they are larger and increase size.
Therefore they are more difficult to attach to 8P8C connectors without a special modular piece.
They are technically not standard compliant if they do not insert into a RJ45 connector. Cat7
features even more strict specifications for crosstalk and system noise than Cat6. Shielding has
been added for individual wire pairs on the Category 7 cable. Cat7 has been designed as a
standard for Gigabit Ethernet over m of copper cabling The cable contains four twisted copper
wire pairs, just like the earlier standards. Xmultiple's UltraJAX connectors are designed
specifically for these high speeds with not contact pins and a printed circuit board with contact
pads integrated into the RJ45 style housing. Category 7a which is also commonly referred to as
Augmented Category 7, operates at frequencies up to MHz. Test results have shown 40 Gigabit
Ethernet will work up to 50 meters and Gigabit Ethernet is possible up to 15 meters. Small form
factor pluggable products are available by Xmultiple in both copper and fiber optics for the
40GB and GB applications. Is this answer helpful? Back to Search Knowledge Base. Back to
Discussion Forum. Back to Frequently Asked Question. Glossary of Terms. Lan Applications.
For telephone. LAN Use. Category 5. Category 5e. Category 6. Return Loss Min. Characteristic
Impedance. Attenuation Min. Next Min. PS-Next Min. Delay Skew Max. Category 5e Category 5
enhanced Ethernet cables are newer than category 5 cables and support faster, more reliable
data transmission through networks. The CAT5e cable is also better than the CAT5 at ignoring
"crosstalk," or interference from the wires within the cable itself. Most Ethernet cables have the
cabling category printed on the cable, with the print typically displaying how much bandwidth
the cable can transmit. Telling cable categories apart by coloring or thickness can be difficult
and unreliable. All Ethernet cables use the RJ45 connector plug so that is also not an option for
differentiating them. To be certain of which cable category you are buying, check the printed
information. Rather, these cables are used to send and receive data at the speeds your internet
is capable of as per your internet provider or from one computer to another in a network, in
which case hardware can affect speeds. CAT5 cables are more prone to interference issues,
meaning they can struggle to transmit data even up to Mbps. Therefore, for a faster, smoother
experience, you should use or upgrade to a CAT5e cable or better. CAT5 and CAT5e cables
should not exceed ft m in length, and even at this length, the cables may transmit data more
slowly or result in internet "drop out. Beyond this, fiber-optic cabling may be required, as
fiber-optic cables experience no interference across long distances; however, fiber-optic

cabling is expensive. You may experience poor or unreliable data transmission when using
them. Though your hardware and connection may function adequately with a CAT5, most local
area networks LANs should use CAT5e or better for the added performance boost and for
future-proofing of infrastructure. Whether you should use solid or stranded cabling depends on
your needs; however, stranded will be cheaper. CAT5 cables have become rare, but they may
still be around and will likely be cheaper. Ethernet cables like the CAT5 and CAT5e use twisted
pair wiring to decrease electromagnetic interference and crosstalk between the wires
themselves. CAT5e cables have more stringent requirements than the CAT5 when it comes to
the tightness of the wire twisting; more tightly twisted wiring equals less crosstalk interference.
Solid cables, which some businesses prefer, potentially offer better performance across long
distances thanks to their solid copper wiring, but they are not very flexible and can break if bent
too harshly or too often. They are better suited for use in walls. Stranded cables, which are
composed of many thin strands of copper wiring, are more flexible and can be bent oddly and
many times before they break; you trade-off some performance across long distances with
stranded cables, but this will rarely, if ever, be noticeable. The following video discusses the
differences between solid and stranded cables in greater detail:. Share this comparison:. If you
read this far, you should follow us:. Diffen LLC, n. Comparison chart Differences â€” Similarities
â€”. How to Identify Most Ethernet cables have the cabling category printed on the cable, with
the print typically displaying how much bandwidth the cable can transmit. Follow Share Cite
Authors. Share this comparison: If you read this far, you should follow us: "Cat5 vs Cat5e.
Comments: Cat5 vs Cat5e. Related Comparisons. Contribute to Diffen Edit or create new
comparisons in your area of expertise. Terms of use Privacy policy. Varies by length and
manufacturer, but generally a little cheaper than CAT5e. Potentially more interference than
CAT6. May worsen network experience for those with faster internet speeds. Adequate, as
gigabit internet connections are still rare. RJ45 aka 8P8C. There are more than six different
types of UTP categories and, depending on what you want to achieve, you would need the
appropriate type of cable. CAT5E is the most popular UTP cable, it came to replace the well
known coaxial cable which was not able to keep up with the continuous growth for faster and
more reliable tele and data communication networks. Shielded Twister Pair STP cables have
additional shielding material that is used to reduce external interference. The shield also
reduces the emission at any point in the path of the cable. UTP cables provide much less
protection against such interference and the performance is often degraded when interferences
or disturbances are present. Both types of cables, however, have some protection to
interference due to the twisted pair design of the conductors. The drawback of STP cable is that
it will increase the total cost of an installation. STP cables are more expensive due to the
shielding, which is an additional material that goes into every foot of the cable. The shielding
also makes the cable heavier and stiffer. Thus, it is more difficult to handle. Twisted pair are
twisted together for the purposes of canceling out electromagnetic interference EMI from
external sources; for instance, electromagnetic radiation from unshielded twisted pair UTP
cables, and crosstalk between neighboring pairs. The advantage of twisting is that all wires are
equally affected by external influences, so the unwanted signals are canceled out. The role of
twisting is to minimize the interferences from external magnetic fields. View Our Ethernet
Cables. First Name required. Last Name required. Your Company required. Your Email required.
Powered by WordPress Popup. Multicom Stocks Ethernet Cable. Most Category 5 cables,
designed for early networks, only used two twisted pairs. The new standard also required all
cables to include four twisted pairs all eight contacts. Category 6 cable uses thicker-gauge wire,
increased shielding, and more pair twists per inch to reduce signal noise and interference. By
wrapping CAT6E in grounded foil shielding, full Gigabit Ethernet speeds can be reached without
sacrificing the max cable length of meters. Sitemap Privacy Policy. An improved specification to
Category 5 was later introduced. Category 6 Enhanced 6E is an augmented specification
designed to double transmission frequency to MHz. What is the difference between the Shielded
and Unshielded Twisted Pair? To see and take advantage of our member pricing sign up for a
business account or contact our sales team. Product Length: ft ft. Add to Cart. Add to Wishlist.
Log In to see Member Pricing. Volume Pricing. Questions and Answers. Powered by TurnTo.
Start typing your question and we'll check if it was already asked and answered. Learn More. Do
not include HTML, links, references to other stores, pricing or contact info. Browse 40 questions
Browse 40 questions and 47 answers. Is this suitable for running in a hot attic space? A
shopper on Dec 30, I have used it in similar locations and it has been fine for several years now.
I would not recommend exposing the shielding to sunlight. It often becomes brittle if directly
exposed to sunlight. I bought this and installed it in a hot Southern California attic in May Still
performing great! Several of these cable runs exceed 80 feet with no problems, even with PoE. I
ran it in the attic in the Colorado heat. I have not noticed any degrading of the signal. I hope this

helps! Would this be acceptable for a POE application? Verses STP cable? A shopper on Jan
28, STP cable is usually used because of your network environment requires a shielded cable
solution. Probably be better since this is solid copper. Yes I use it for Poe cameras. Is this Cat6
cable rated for outdoor use? A shopper on Dec 7, We have other cables that are indeed are
outdoor rated located here. You need CMX. Expansion is great. Straight conduit can leak if done
improperly, but the combo is a reliable combo. Hello, What is the best RJ45 modular plug for
this cable? New User U on Nov 15, Ken, Thank you for your help. Greatly appreciated. Does it
come in a self feeding box, a spool, or a coil? A shopper on Nov 15, I am using this for network
installations at my home. Each run should be anywhere from 20 to feet in the walls. It might be a
minor distinction, but I've noted that the Mhz cable cost a little more, so is there some
advantage it offers over the Mhz riser rated one? Jeffrey D W on Jan 20, Can anyone report if
they have put a cable certifier on this cable and how it stands up? Does it actually meet CAT6
standards? Matthew K on Feb 7, That said, please feel free to tech support and we can share a
fresh copy of a Fluke report. Thanks for asking. Also, the spec sheet attached to the page has
conflicting information. Andrew A on Jun 13, Eric D on Jun 28, You will find a lot of places that
will say it will work up to 55 meters. It will probably work further if you don't have cross talk
from other cables. If this was a small environment where you had one 10Gb run and it wouldn't
kill you if you had to repull the cable, I would probably try it. If this was a commercial job, I
would go straight to 6A or 7. On page 2 of the specifications sheet it shows 24AWG. Nathan S
on Jul 9, Is this Mhz rated or Mhz rated? The description and spec sheet indicate both and the
jacket says Mhz. A shopper on Oct 6, What is the outer diameter of this cable? Philipp N on Dec
28, A little thick , but a good quality cable. Reply Inaccurate john v on Dec 28, Purchased on Jan
7, What is the difference between this cable and Monoprice Essentials ? I see the bandwidth
listed as mHz for and mHz for , but the detailed specs show same info for both, so I am not sure
which is correct. If this is the difference between the two cables, is it the only difference?
Should the different bandwidth ratings concern me as someone who wants to wire a home
network with one of these cables? A shopper on Mar 23, These cables would provide the same
performance, only real difference between these cables is that one has free shipping and the
other does not. A shopper on Apr 15, What is the operating temperature range of this Cat6
cable? A shopper on Oct 28, A shopper on Jan 31, Would this cable meet all safety and fire
requirements for in the ceiling of one floor hospital? New User U on Feb 20, Is there any other
safety regulations i need to know other then it has to be plenum? Reply New User U on Feb 20,
That would all depend on your state regulations and local standards Reply Orla L on Feb 20,
What is the diameter of the insulation around the conductors? This is not listed in the spec
sheet. A shopper on Dec 31, Do yo have a 4pair punch tool for your RJ45 cat 6 jack? A shopper
on Mar 2, Purchased CableMatters ' bulk instead of this. The Monoprice PDF states mhz, mhz
and tested at mhz. Which one is it? Also, is cable still unmarked? Diego M on Mar 18, A shopper
on Oct 11, Questions For Similar Products. Review More Purchases My Posts. Rated 5 out of 5.
Good deal on bulk CAT6 cable. February 15, Purchased 1 month ago. Rated 2 out of 5. Broken
distribution funnel. I ordered two boxes. One is great, the other arrived with a broken
distribution funnel and the cable constantly get's caught on the sharp plastic. December 31,
Matthew T. Purchased 2 months ago. November 12, Marin L. Purchased 4 months ago. Just
what the Doctor ordered. November 11, Dennis S. Good solid easy to use cable. Cable was
exactly as expected. I found it easy to work with and my networks speeds reflect good cable
performance. I like the number of feet remaining indicator on the cable. Very handy. November
9, Bryan C. Worked fine for running Ethernet lines from garage to multiple locations throughout
the house. March 6, William H. Purchased 1 year ago. Rated 4 out of 5. Non-uniform twists in
pairs? This cable seems to work just fine, and is a good fit for my home security camera wiring
project. I'm most likely never going to run 10Gbit over it. I did notice that it is pretty brittle in
freezing temps, just score the outside and breaks right off when it is cold, which was actually
handy. But I did noticed that the brown pairs seemed to have half the number of twists as the
other pairs, which seems strange. Maybe the manufacture ran out of the correct wire and
subbed in a lower spec or something. I didn't notice this until I had ran my 8 runs, so I'm not
going to do anything about it. But you may want to check out the internals when you first get
the cable in case that matters to your application. December 6, Josh S. Very good wire. Much
better than what you get off amazon for same money. August 19, Jonathan A. May 28, Tim M. It
works just as it should. Pulls out of the box very easy. May 15, Tony D. Reviews for Similar
Products. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. And while it may seem most cat6 ethernet cables are the same, only fast Cat.
Take the spool for example. It may seem like a small thing when it comes to cable performance,
but this is a ft bulk ethernet cable, and it needs to roll smoothly without snags - otherwise

installation just takes extra time and frustration, right? It stops cross-talk dead in its tracks for
clear transfer of data packets - crucial for those moments where every second counts, like
gaming, real-time stock alerts, the rush of business and the important Netflix and Chill! Cat 6
Cables. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb
26 Order within 7 hrs and 55 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Cat6
Ethernet C Include Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's
warranty. Power surges covered from day one. Most claims approved within minutes. We will
send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your covered product. In some cases,
we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Image
Unavailable Image not available for Color:. Brand: fast Cat. Amazon's Choice recommends
highly rated and well-priced products. Color: Blue. About this item This fits your. Similar item
from our brands. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These
items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Buy the selected items
together This item: fast Cat. Sold by ijDream Corporation and ships from Amazon Fulfillment.
FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Featured items you may like. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More to consider from our brands. CAT6 products
when you purchase 10 or more of any color variations together. Offered by ijDream Corporation.
Here's how restrictions apply. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request.
Please try your search again later. This item fast Cat. Compare with similar items. Product
information Color: Blue Technical Details. Other Technical Details. Brand Fast Cat. Item Weight
Additional Information Customer Reviews 4. Any returned computer that is damaged through
customer misuse, is missing parts, or is in unsellable condition due to customer tampering will
result in the customer being charged a higher restocking fee based on the condition of the
product. New, used, and refurbished products purchased from Marketplace vendors are subject
to the returns policy of the individual vendor. Product Warranty: For warranty information about
this product, please click here. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most
recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews
right now. Please try again later. Color: White Verified Purchase. Please advertise this as what it
is. I had done several runs of it in my house for POE cameras and other equipment and had no
issues. I am upgrading some equipment to 10Gb and need mhz capable wire. I tested short 10ft
cables with proper connector which my rj45 tester said were good, and my switch could not
negotiate a connection. It's pretty obvious this not a less expensive version of cat6a -- which is
supposed to be rated for mhz, this is cat6 23awg, which is nice, but nothing more -- mhz is
nonsense. Fantastic zults tho, ya dig? Bought this to run about 9 really long lengths of cable for
a IP PoE cam project. The cable is tough, has some good filler plastic in the middle is kind of a
pain to tip because of this Performance is fantastic and is the real cat6 deal. Get ready for a
stinky, stinky box though if you leave it indoors. There is too much quality in this cable, and the
excess manifests as a nursty odor. Running sicky sicky gnar gnar through my attic, this thing is
powering PoE devices well beyond where I expected the voltage to drop off. Grabbin ill cam
feeds mackin on this dope wire. Thought the mad heat in my Texas attic would harsh it's
transmission vibe but the speeds are hangin 10 and the radiation's vibe is what ends up gettin
babylon'd. Nice wire. Color: Purple Verified Purchase. Just ran feet of it. Even with a few boxes
damaged due to UPS or Amazon all the wire pulled perfect. Patched down perfectly and not
issues with keystones or RJ45 Ends. We are running a GB Network at a school. Will follow up as
we progress. The pictures just show before and after. Also that Train wreck black server case is
long gone alone with the wonderful filing cabinets. By M Technologies Inc. Images in this
review. A review category "for working out"? I really like this cable, and I got it in my company's
color. It also works perfectly with my Klein pass through crimps for RJ One thing to note about
this cable, is that it uses a plastic insert along with the four pairs. This is a semi-clear piece of
plastic that looks like a plus sign when looked at on edge. It is very soft, and doesn't get in the
way of anything, but the benefit of this is that when you put your crimps on, the back end, shall
we call it, of the RJ45 connector has a lot to grip on to. To be clear, this is the part of the
connector that is supposed to keep the wire from pulling out of the connector, not the part that
makes contact with each of the eight wires. For that alone, I really appreciate the cable. Color:
Green Verified Purchase. The cable came in a big reel box that was very easy to pull without any

kinks or any twist. I used all the cable for the installation of ip camera setup. I you are not
familiar running cable of any type, then this will be a bit hard at first because you are basically
running a more than normal stiff cable. The cable cut very clean and i like that fact that it has
the shielding in the middle to separate the 4 pairs of wire. All this with the real copper running
longer distance makes this a good cable. You can definitely feel the difference when you feel it
with you hands and when you pull through walls and studs. It gets more prone to damange. As
for the price of this box, i say you get what you paid. This cable is fantastic. The outer cover of
the cable is the right kind of material that pulls easily out of the box and is flexible enough to
not cause any bunching. The cable itself is thick enough to know that its made well but not too
thick to fit into standard CAT5 crimp ends. I encountered no problem pulling the entire box of ft
out without snags or knots in the cable. I recommend this cable, buy with confidence! Color:
Blue Verified Purchase. Just finished pulling about feet of cable form this box. Been absolutely
smooth as can be. No snags, no kinks, just a nice easy pull. Be careful of the box handle. The
box is a bit flimsy, and the handle will tear out rather easily. Not a big deal if you are aware of it
and handle with care. I can't speak to actual data quality yet, as it won't get ends for another few
weeks. If there is as problem I will update, otherwise assume it performs well. Color: Black
Verified Purchase. I bought feet of this to rewire my offices. It worked fairly well, and I had no
issues with snagging or tangling. I will say that for whatever reason this wire was much harder
to slide the rj45 connectors over. I had quite a few ends that I needed to retrim and try again, as
wires just weren't lining up and feeding through. I used some old cat6 with the same rj46
connectors that I'd used for everything else, and they fed like butter. I'd only hope that the
difference is due to beefier copper, but the wires definitely seem larger than other cat6 that I've
used. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. I
ordered feet of cable to wire my house. Every 10 feet we unravelled, we found hard bends and
kinks in the cables. It was as if someone actively tried to bend them on purpose. We tested the
first few to see if the cable worked, but just wasted our male jacks trying. Attempted to get
Amazon to refund, but they wouldn't as the box was opened and about feet were already cut off.
Had to buy wiring elsewhere to do my job and sent the 2nd box back for a refund. The specs
and price are good, but the quality control was so bad that it's not worth the risk. The spool of
cable came very badly kinked, but I figured I would chop off the bad stuff and continue on with
the intact cable. I wasted so much time and effort trying to get my house wired up, just to find
out that the cable was damaged, or not working in some capacity with each and every patch
cable I made using this. I ended up using a 75 foot patch cord I had from a previous purchase of
a different brand to make sure I wasn't going crazy, and to test that my crimper and ends were
not the issue. No problem with my old and beat up patch cord, however no matter how many
times I created patch cords using Fast Cat 6 cable something would be wrong with it. I was even
super careful and made smaller patch cords out of it, with no luck at all. I won't be buying this
again. Of course now that I have used over feet of it, I can't return or get refunded on this. Very
frustrated. One person found this helpful. Was looking for a 23awg some are still 24 and with
the "X" brace down the center of the cable. Helps keep it from kinking when pulling and gives
the cable a little extra strength. Pulled with ease, and was much less expensive than local
sources. Very happy and highly recommend for non-plenum type uses! Report abuse. Color:
Red Verified Purchase. No se quiebra y transmite bien. Viene bastante bien enrollado a manera
de que cuando lo vas ocupando no se enrolla por dentro. Comparado con Panduit no hay
diferencia en calidad. Report abuse Translate review to English. Jacket pulls well, the PVC is
smoother than other brands. Twisted pairs have a centre plastic piece that keeps wires
seperated and resists kinks better. Pulls out of the box well also. Customers who viewed thi
1994 subaru legacy engine
y start delta run wiring diagram
911 carrera 4s
s item also viewed. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: life alert
systems , wires and cables. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Infinity Cable Products, Inc.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it

in, give it a second life.

